Medical Production System

RP 2415 System with:

- Dual vacuum pick & place modules
- Three 20ounce pressure cartridges
- Scale tied in to software
- Diaphragm valve with shutter blade
- UV spot cure system on head
- UV oven w/ custom sealed enclosure
- Dual spray valves in sealed enclosure
- Dot peen marking head fully integrated
- True multi-tasking logic and functions
- Records production logging information

Features stainless steel, hard coated aluminum construction to comply with FDA and GMP standards.

The large tooling base plate provides a stable foundation for mounting fixturing.

Work cell with base, guard & light curtain

The entire machine is controlled with our embedded system that feature up to 8 axes of control and 180 inputs & outputs

A graphical dynamic screen provides the intuitive interface and editing capability to the system.